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Seeker: As societies grow
increasingly fragmented, nihil ism,
division and hopelessness are on
the rise. But there is another way—
a way of mystery and magic, of
wholeness and transformation. Do
you dare take the first step? Our
path is not for the faint-hearted,
but for seekers of ancient truths.. .
 
All April wants is to start over after
her husband’s sudden death. She’s
conjuring a new path—finally
getting her degree and planning
her new business in bucolic
Pennsylvania Dutch country.
Joining an online mystery school
seems like harmless fun.
 
But when a murdered man leaves
her a cryptic message, she
catches glimpses of another
reality she’s unwill ing to
acknowledge. A reality where
bygone enchantments cast cryptic
shadows, and the present brims
with unanswered questions. 
 
As April works to unearth the
mystery, every step brings her 
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closer to a truth she’s been
evading. And to a conspiracy of  
hexes that may end in her demise.
 
Legacy of the Witch is a
spellbinding, interactive tale of a
woman’s midlife quest to
understand the complexities of her
own heart. A metaphysical murder
mystery for anyone who’s
wondered if there might be more
to their own life than meets the
eye… 

Book 1 in the new Mystery School
Series featuring the UnTarot ,  a
deck of cards for meaning making.

Get a free sample of Legacy of
the Witch at: bit.ly/Legacy-
Sample.

https://19315050-dbe1-4318-9f0b-22d3ca06e174.usrfiles.com/ugd/193150_41036440839d4bfcb5df89dc6964fc35.pdf
https://19315050-dbe1-4318-9f0b-22d3ca06e174.usrfiles.com/ugd/193150_41036440839d4bfcb5df89dc6964fc35.pdf
https://19315050-dbe1-4318-9f0b-22d3ca06e174.usrfiles.com/ugd/193150_41036440839d4bfcb5df89dc6964fc35.pdf


MOST POPULAR INTERVIEW TOPICS

PODCAST/RADIO
LISTENER OFFERS

What makes a mystery (or any book)
metaphysical?
What's the appeal of metaphysical fiction?
What's the nexus between the New Age movement
and ancient Greek philosophy?

METAPHYSICAL MYSTERIES

Have you ever seen a ghost? (Spoiler: yes!)
What's your experience ghost hunting?
You say the magic in your books is based on history
or current magical practices. How does that work?

THE PARANORMAL

How did you become interested in Tarot?
How did you create the UnTarot?
What’s the connection between learning Tarot and
magic?

TAROT

Free UnTarot app;
Free PDF copy of The Melancholy Detective, from my Riga Hayworth
urban fantasy mystery series.



ABOUT KIRSTEN

BIOGRAPHY
I  believe in free-will ,  and that we all
can make a difference. I believe that
beauty blossoms in the conscious life,
particularly with friends, family, and
strangers. I believe that genre fiction
has become generic, and it doesn’t
have to be.

Traditionally, women’s fiction refers to
stories where a woman—usually in her
midlife—goes through a dramatic
change. Now in my mid-fifties, I think
more about the big “meaning of l ife”
issues. It seemed like approaching
those issues through a fictional
mystery school would help me work
out these ideas.

Website: KirstenWeiss.com
App: untarot.beezer.com
Twitter: @KirstenWeiss
Facebook: facebook.com/kirsten.weiss
Instagram: @kirstenweissauthor

Bay Area Focus Interview: https://bit. ly/FocusKWeiss

Crazy Cat Paranormal: https://bit. ly/CrazyCatKWeiss

The Electric Spirit Podcast: https://spoti.f i/4aLFVWE

FOLLOW ME
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QUICK FACTS

Book 1 in the Mystery
School series.
A spin-off from Kirsten’s
Doyle Witch mystery
series.
Includes the UnTarot app.
Inside the book are as  
custom illustrations,
spells, Mystery School
worksheets, and a map of
Mt. Gretel! 
Includes book club
questions.
Get a sample of the book
at: bit.ly/Legacy-Sample

Legacy of the Witch

Page Count: 250

Genre: Witch Mystery, Metaphysical Fiction, PWF

Publisher: misterio press

Publication date: April 30, 2024

ISBN: 978-1-962292-01-6

Price: ebook - $4.99; Paperback (B&W) - $14.99; Color
Paperback - $16.99

Avaible Formats: ebook and paperback

Where to Buy: Amazon, Apple Books, B&N, Kobo, Google

https://bit.ly/Legacy-Sample


"Weiss' many quirky ongoing
characters add charm and
humor."

“ I 've been a tarot reader since
the 90s, so I 've read my fair
share of tarot how-to works.. .  
This is a genre bending, genre
blending work, one that at
once seems easy to
categorize-mystery, tarot
how-to-and yet complex all at
once.. . if you want an
existential dive into the nature
of genres, authors, and the "I "
as narrator, well then this book
will provide that too." 

“A high-voltage, cleverly-spun
mystery that I couldn't put
down. Riga Hayworth is
addictive.”

"Mysteries of the Tarot is a
unique blend of Tarot
guidebook and murder
mystery, authored by the
talented Kirsten Weiss. What
began as a simple Tarot guide
evolved into a gripping
narrative when his editor's
notes turned into a mysterious
tale of murder and
disappearance.”
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